Carbohydrates are the major source of energy for dairy cows and for microbial protein synthesis in the rumen. The prediction of ruminal carbohydrate digestibility and of the flow of microbial protein to the small intestine is difficult because of the variability among various feeds in the kinetics of digestion and passage of neutral detergent fiber and starch. Disappearance of fiber and starch in vitro or in situ and gas production in vitro have been extensively evaluated, improved, and reviewed. Similarly, markers and models to measure ruminal passage rate have been extensively researched and improved. Sources of variation and decreased accuracy for these techniques are discussed. Variation and potential errors also remain for the prediction of microbial protein flow to the duodenum using in vivo procedures. However, when in vivo results were accumulated into a database, microbial N flow to the duodenum over a wide range of conditions could be predicted accurately by intake of net energy for lactation or by dry matter intake and percentage of neutral detergent fiber in the diet. Although evaluation of feeding interactions and specific dietary limitations for microbial protein production in the rumen are possible with some models but not with this regression approach, mechanistic models need further validation and more accurate rate constants for improved accuracy over a wide range of conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Ruminal digestion and microbial synthesis have considerable impact on the nutrition and feeding of ruminant animals. Consequently, NRC publications (79, 80) have incorporated predictions of ruminal protein degradation and microbial protein synthesis. Using factorial approaches, requirements of RUP can be made only after estimating microbial protein supply to the small intestine. Stern et al. (123) documented the importance of maximizing the efficiency of microbial protein synthesis to support high levels of milk production. Methods used to estimate protein degradability ( 1 1 ) and microbial protein synthesis (123, 126) vary tremendously. More importantly, these methods rely on the surgical cannulation of cattle either directly (e.g., for measurement of duodenal flow of dietary and microbial N ) or indirectly (for validation of prediction equations). Titgemeyer (126) concluded that more variation occurs with prediction of microbial and total N flows than with OM flows. Significant variation results from marker methodology ( 1 2 ) and surgical preparation (54) . However, the significant variation among animals ( 4 4 ) and laboratories (21, 106) often is overlooked. With dozens of studies and techniques, some variation would be expected, and databases with sufficient numbers of observations should help overcome the lack of statistical power from single studies.
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Generally, most in vivo techniques for quantification of duodenal or abomasal flow only provide digestibilities or kinetics of digestion for a feed fraction in the entire diet. However, digestion models need information on digestibility of the subcomponents of individual feeds under different feeding conditions. Therefore, kinetic approaches are viewed by some researchers (110, 117) as being more feasible for obtaining the amount of data needed to quantify accurately the extent of ruminal digestibility of various feeds, assuming that appropriate rate constants can be determined accurately. Because the digestibility of most nutrients in the rumen is limited by their residence times, which vary widely across feeding situations, kinetic approaches require models that integrate the kinetics of digestion with the kinetics of passage.
Various kinetics models have been described in detail (29, 37, 76) . The reader is referred to Mertens ( 7 6 ) for the terminology used. In particular, a pool has units of mass or volume, a fractional rate has units that are the reciprocal of time, and a flow rate in a first-order model is pool size multiplied by fractional rate (i.e., mass or volume per unit of time). To avoid confusion of fractional rates with flow rates, hereafter, flow rates are referred to as flows or fluxes. Many models use the assumptions of a steady state and first-order kinetics such that the flow (or flux) to or from a compartment is constant over time. Finally, in this paper, a digestion model refers to a model incorporating terms for both digestion and passage.
The single pool model of Waldo et al. (133) is widely used. As discussed by Allen and Mertens ( 4 ) and Mertens (76) , digestion models describing the extent of digestion (digestibility) based on the kinetics of digestion and passage need to separate nutrients into potentially digestible ( PD) and indigestible fractions to meet the assumptions of firstorder kinetics. The ruminal digestibility coefficient of a nutrient is a function of the PD fraction and is affected by rates of digestion ( k d ) and passage ( k p ) :
Mertens and Ely ( 7 7 ) noted that the relative proportion of the PD fraction in most feeds accounted for more variation in the predicted digestibility of fiber than did k d and k p . This model also can be used to estimate ruminal fill (62, 63) . When fill limits NE L intake, k p can increase as a mechanism allowing the animal to increase its energy intake, even though ruminal and total tract digestibility may be reduced (63) . Lag events for digestion or passage (4, 37) complicate quantification attempts or require iterative procedures that would limit their use in digestion models used for practical purposes such as ration balancing. Therefore, factors affecting the accuracy and precision of the kinetics of digestion and passage need to be considered before digestion models based on compartment analysis can be evaluated properly.
Empirical prediction is based on description from best-fit analysis of available data, whereas mechanistic approaches describe biological processes for predictive purposes. Empirical equations can be very population-specific. We view the long-run utility of mechanistic processes as being the best approach to describe gaps in the knowledge of various feeding combinations and interactions among them (i.e., interactions or associative effects). Because of the complexity and variability of digestive processes in animals, however, quantitative descriptions of various processes and interactions are somewhat limited to date (62) . Ultimately, mechanistic models must be validated against data sets that are independent from those used to derive the models for use in predictive situations. Moreover, mechanistic models are subject to error amplification (i.e., a small error of prediction in one equation is amplified in subsequent equations that are dependent on the first equation). Furthermore, measurement errors of dependent variables in the data set used for validation limit improvement in mechanistic models as much as in empirical models.
All current empirical and mechanistic approaches have benefits and limitations, many of which are discussed in this review. Errors in the evaluation of OM digestibility often are in common with errors in evaluation of the nitrogen supply to the duodenum. Furthermore, ruminal OM (especially carbohydrate) digestibility has the greatest effect on microbial protein synthesis through energy availability for protein synthesis or through negative effects of reduced ruminal pH on fiber digestion and microbial efficiency (45) . Therefore, our objectives are to discuss inherent sources of variation in commonly used techniques needed for the quantification of ruminal carbohydrate digestion and microbial protein flow to the duodenum of dairy cattle. Most published studies appear to have kinetic data that are precise enough statistically to reflect and explain true treatment differences, even though all data may be consistently biased in some way (i.e., all higher or all lower) from the true results. When such data are used in prediction models, however, the accuracy of the data is much more important and much more limiting for the model. Therefore, a distinction between variability resulting from accuracy and precision is made in this review.
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KINETICS OF DIGESTION
Methods used to estimate digestion kinetics vary widely (76) . Several reviews (11, 37, 46, 83, 121, 141) have outlined sources of variation (both accuracy and precision) for in vitro and in situ procedures. Problems with estimations of kinetic parameters also have been addressed (37, 46, 76) . The following discussion focuses on selected problems affecting the accuracy (rather than precision) of estimating kinetic parameters because of the absolute requirement for procedures to provide reasonably accurate data for incorporation into prediction models. We also acknowledge that these procedures all have practical relevance for comparing and explaining treatment responses.
Starch Digestion In Vitro
Inoculum sources have a profound effect on the kinetics of digestion in vitro, especially with starch as a substrate. In order to measure the amount of substrate remaining after extended incubation periods, the amount of starch added can produce enough fermentative gases to overcome the buffering capacity of the inoculum (51, 97, 98) . Then, starch concentration may not be limited relative to enzyme concentration, which can cause kinetics to be of second order rather than of first order (62) . The a-amylase activity of bacteria in situ may depend on the amount of starch available to the microbes (86) . Similar effects presumably would occur in vitro, but pH may confound the results. A quandary occurs when researchers increase the ratio of ruminal fluid to buffer to ensure that enzyme activity is much greater than substrate availability (i.e., first-order kinetics) because the resulting in vitro pH and starch digestion can decrease (105) because of lack of buffer. Even if the diet of donor cattle does not affect the relative ranking of starch disappearance in vitro, absolute rates vary considerably (105). Richards et al. (105) reported interactions in digestion kinetics for particle size among starch sources. Many substrates need to be ground to reduce sampling variation. Grinding finely may artificially increase digestibility compared with digestibility in vivo. However, not grinding at all causes the rates of digestion to be underestimated because such calculations assume that no particle size reduction results from chewing and rumination, which are greater for unprocessed grains (80) . Finally, although attention has been given to bacterial N contamination (78, 83) , little attention has been given to bacterial starch contamination, which can be considerable (45) . At early incubation times, bacterial starch contamination probably would increase, reducing the observed rate of apparent starch digestion of cereal grains or creating an artificial lag phase.
Fiber Digestion In Vitro
As with starch digestion, inoculum effects have been reported for rates of fiber digestion in vitro (18, 98, 140) . Weimer et al. (140) used a standard substrate to standardize data and to help correct for run effects. However, this procedure assumes that no run by treatment interaction occurs. A run effect and potential interaction probably are more likely for studies with forages that vary considerably in quality. The pH and mixing of starches or sugars with fiber sources also affect digestion rates of different forages differently (52) .
The estimation of the PD fraction can be altered by inoculum ( 4 6 ) and buffering capacity (51) . As for all first-order models, a good estimation of the PD fraction is needed to estimate the rate of digestion accurately (37, 46, 76) .
Lag time appears to be the factor most critically influenced by in vitro techniques (51) . Lag time of fiber digestion can be increased by decreased pH ( 5 1 ) or by inclusion of nonstructural carbohydrates (98) . A discrete lag, such as that described by Mertens and Ely (77), is not included in some models, such as the Cornell Net Carbohydrate and Protein System [CNCPS; (110) ]. Curve-fitting techniques are needed to estimate lag time accurately (37). Fitting lag compartments (131) may be more biologically appropriate than fitting discrete lag times (37); however, for this approach to yield accurate estimates, several accurate measurements of the amount of substrate remaining at early time points are required. At these early time points, a small amount of natural variation in the measurements is included over a very small range in time; consequently, this model has not converged frequently with nonlinear iteration procedures compared to the model with a discrete lag (J. L. Firkins, 1992 , unpublished data). Some benefits, potential problems, and recommendations for alternatives to discrete lag times were given by Ellis et al. (37) .
More work is needed to evaluate the biological accuracy of lag times or rates and to evaluate the precision of fitting equations. For instance, a lag compartment or discrete lag time has been reasoned to result from the hydration of feeds, an important mechanism for colonizing newly ingested feeds ( 4 ) .
However, hydration rates of by-products ( 7 ) and forages (135) are so rapid that it is difficult to imagine the biological relevance of such a short time needed for initial bacterial adhesion (138) .
Colonization of particles probably involves the development of a consortium of microbial species (75, 138) , and proper consideration toward biological events should be given when equations are being fitted to the observed data. For instance, enzymes needed to digest crystalline celluloses may be sensitive to feedback inhibition (73) , and bacteria grown on pure cellulose have a longer lag time than those grown on forages (138) . The activity of some cellulases is dependent on contact with cellulose (138) . Bacteria generally colonize cut surfaces and naturally exposed surfaces of the plant particle quickly but may take longer to produce de novo some extracellular materials needed for colonization after adhesion (138) . The requirement for adhesion-mediated synthesis of materials needed for colonization would support the rationale for a discrete lag time. Conversely, long transfer times (142) or other factors (138) may considerably prolong lag time in vitro compared with discrete lag times obtained with in situ procedures and, especially, in vivo procedures (46) . Bacteriocins (48, 64) recently have been shown to affect the growth of fiber-digesting bacteria in vitro, but this negative interaction may be more likely to affect the rate of digestion through reduced synergism. More research is needed to characterize effects of bacteriocins on digestion kinetics with in vivo conditions.
Weimer (138, 139) argued that microbial access to substrate is a limiting factor for fiber digestion. The increase in surface area of substrate could be a gradual process of increasing exposure to substrate with increasing time (e.g., age dependency), thereby not supporting a discrete lag time; conversely, a single aggregated fractional rate may adequately describe the movement from a lag compartment to a digestion compartment (37). More cooperative work among microbiologists and nutritionists is needed to determine the most accurate way to model lag events.
Starch Digestion In Situ
Ruminal starch digestibility is correlated with intestinal digestibility (84) . Factors such as DMI (90), particle size (72) , and steam processing (72, 84) of cereal grains have profound effects on estimated ruminal digestibility. In situ techniques prevent the breakdown of particle size during rumination, which would be expected for unground grains (80) . Up to one-third of the starch can be washed out of the bag (72) . Starch washout typically is assumed to have an infinite rate of degradation ( 7 2 ) or an extremely fast rate such as 2.0 to 4.0/h (117) . Although few data are available for soluble starch, neutral detergent soluble fractions of forages had much lower rates of gas production in vitro (31) , and the substrate degradation rate of starch washout likely is closer to 0.2 to 0.5/h. Residues should be corrected for microbial contamination, which typically is ignored for starch, but can average about 20% of bacterial DM (110) and can have an impact on in situ kinetics (82) . Uncorrected residues contribute to experimental error (72) , but lack of correction also probably affects treatment rankings and accuracy because of the variable ratios of bacterial starch to residual feed starch over time for different feeds or treatments. Contamination from microbial starch could affect the estimates of starch washout or of the PD fraction, the sum of which occasionally is >100 using nonlinear iterative techniques (72) .
Fiber Digestion In Situ
Fiber digestibility in situ has been evaluated extensively because fiber typically has slower k d of digestion, which increases the impact of k p , and is affected more by associative effects than starches. Many reviews (37, 46, 76, 82, 122) have documented kinetics and sources of variation. In situ procedures may underestimate digestibility because of lower pH inside the bags than in the rumen contents (46, 85) or overestimate digestibility because of particle efflux (28, 46) . Compared with ruminal flux techniques (see later), in situ procedures underestimated the rate of digestion (85) , but more data are needed to draw firm conclusions.
The prediction of digestion lag in situ has potential problems. Fine grinding decreases lag time ( 3 7 ) but can increase the probability of particle efflux or increase the rates of NDF digestion (10) . Immediate analysis for NDF following incubation (i.e., not storing before analysis) decreases lag time (M. S. Allen, 1997 , unpublished data) and should be considered. Blank bags for correction of influx ( 1 0 ) or models to correct for influx and efflux ( 7 6 ) can be used. Ellis et al. ( 3 7 ) noted that some models have predicted values that deviate abnormally from observed values at extremely long incubation times (i.e., >200 h), but particle influx may contribute considerably to this observation. Standardization procedures that should help reduce variation among laboratories have been described (60) , including the use of videotapes (143) . Standardization procedures have stressed precision, 3354 but more work needs to be done to increase the accuracy of kinetic estimates, which are needed for digestion models to predict digestibility properly.
Use of Digestion Kinetics in Digestion Models
Using digestion rate constants published in the literature in a digestion model without consideration of factors affecting their determination decreases the accuracy of prediction of digestibility. First, some biological limitation of digestion probably occurs because of physical or enzymatic limitations at early times, and to ignore lag is inappropriate. Second, although nonlinear parameterization is more appropriate than linear estimation from log-transformed data (37), nonlinear iteration techniques often increase discrete lag time and increase digestion rate simultaneously (i.e., correlation among those parameter estimates). If lag time is used in a kinetic digestion model, a potential underestimation or overestimation of both lag and rate should have minor effects on estimated digestibility (46); however, using just the rate constants that were estimated from a model with lag time in a digestion model that ignores lag time would remove these potentially canceling effects, resulting in biased predictions. Third, if early points drift >100% or <100% of the original pool remaining prelag, the nonlinear procedure could adjust the estimated pool size of the PD fraction, which is inversely related to the rate of digestion (46) .
More than one pool and associated rate can be resolved from observed data (83) . This occurrence often is ignored by digestion models. Interpretation of multiple rates is difficult, especially when one forage with two pools is compared with another forage with one pool. Bowman and Firkins ( 1 0 ) calculated a single rate that was weighted for both pool sizes in a forage, which allows some comparison among the forage with the two k d to the forage with a single k d . However, this weighted rate is not technically appropriate because it is based on kinetics in a steady state and would likely deviate significantly from a fit with a single pool model. Because pool size changes over time in batch culture in vitro systems or in situ, a steady state can not be reached. Finally, some disappearance data may need to be weighted (37), but the weighting factor needs to be appropriate (i.e., residuals must have no consistent bias over time). These potential errors are all in addition to variation in the ruminal environments of the respective studies compared with the environments being predicted (i.e., compounded variation). Work in this area is complex (130) and not definitive.
Gas Production In Vitro
Considerable efforts have been devoted to improving gas production techniques (23, 31, 94) . The techniques are empirical (141) because appropriate corrections are needed for changes in stoichiometry of fermentation over time, gas evolution from the buffer, and the need for equations to predict substrate loss based on gas production in each system used (23) . The system used to measure gas production system in vitro has most of the same sources of variation as described earlier (23) . Schofield et al. (113) reduced the substrate to 60 mg, which would reduce pH depression and errors from the evolution of buffer gas; however, then sampling variation would increase unless feeds are milled very finely, and the rate of gas production measured becomes less reflective of true in vivo conditions. Considerable amounts of gas are produced from the bicarbonate buffer ( 8 ) . Although some researchers ( 8 ) have concluded that VFA ratios did not change much over time, others (53, 98, 122) have documented changes. One mole of gas is produced per mole of acetate produced, but no net gas is produced in the propionate fermentation pathway. Gas production cannot be used to separate starch from fiber in mixed samples or feeds containing significant amounts of both unless these fractions are separated in neutral detergent solution prior to incubation (31) . Structural and nonstructural carbohydrates would be expected to be fermented by different bacteria and with different fermentation patterns. Ammonia contributes to the gas pool (23) , and ammonia evolution should vary among forages varying in CP concentration. Gas production occurs even after substrate is depleted, apparently resulting from the breakdown of intracellular (microbial) glycogen or cell lysis (23, 142) . The gas produced when the substrate is depleted introduces error for blank correction of inocula and causes the relationship among kinetics of gas production to kinetics of substrate depletion to be highly empirical when a single equation (116) is used. Correction of rates of gas production for changes in stoichiometry and other factors requires sampling over time and analysis of fermentation end products.
The accuracy of determination of rates of gas production could never be any better than the method of verification (typically in vitro or in situ substrate depletion kinetics). In one study in which 49 forages were evaluated, the relationship ( r 2 ) of gas production versus in situ DM digestibility was no higher than the r 2 of NDF percentage versus in situ DM digestibility (116) . Wilman et al. (144) explained the rationale for a similarly high relationship between rate of NDF digestion in vitro and NDF percentage of forages.
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Many mathematical equations have been used to fit gas production data (53, 113) . Interestingly, statistical discrimination of fits was observed among equations of which all had r 2 > 0.993 (113) , illustrating the benefits of the high number of replications available in gas production experiments and the limitations of the r 2 statistic to differentiate precision and accuracy. The relationships between estimates of kinetic parameters probably can be used to relate differences in digestion kinetics to plant chemical structure ( 5 3 ) or to explain differences among forages. Again, many improvements in gas production techniques have been made, but comparison to in vivo techniques generally has been lacking, and calibration of gas production to substrate loss in situ or in vitro can at best be as accurate as those techniques. A recent paper ( 3 2 ) provided further validation and described considerations for the gas production technique.
RATES OF PASSAGE FROM THE RUMEN
Owens and Goetsch ( 9 0 ) summarized k p data that were available more than a decade ago. Their equations describing k p generally only explained about half (often less) of the total variation in the data set. Much of the variation was likely due to animal differences and to the relatively low numbers of animals used in most experiments (126) . Marker problems also were (and still are) considerable (91) . Therefore, more recent studies have used rare earth soaking techniques, mordanting, and rumen evacuation to try to reduce variation and improve the accuracy of estimated k p compared with results of earlier studies. As noted by Owens and Goetsch (90), particle k p may or may not change proportionately with ruminal digestibility, depending on ruminal pool size. Jung and Allen ( 6 3 ) have discussed the importance of k p for ruminal fill and DMI regulation. This review focuses on sources of variation that are inherent to marker techniques used to measure k p and its accuracy for predicting carbohydrate digestibility.
Factors Affecting Digesta Passage
Passage from the rumen is a complicated process involving feed and animal factors. A limited understanding of these processes greatly constrains our ability to accurately predict k p . Previous thinking was that k p was limited by a critical particle size (74, 102) . Certainly, many studies verified that forages of smaller particle size had a faster k p , especially if DMI was ad libitum (30, 66, 74) . Increased DMI decreased the percentage of small particles in the rumen of cattle (87) . Despite these effects, many researchers ( 7 4 ) noted that a large percentage of the particles retained in the rumen were smaller than that critical size. In fact, the dorsal rumen had the largest proportional decrease in the percentage of small particles resulting from increased intake ( 8 7 ) even though ventral contents would be closer to the reticuloomasal orifice. Data such as these were used to develop the concept that the ruminal mat acts as a filter bed for small particles (42, 74) .
Feeding interactions influence the filtering of small particles. The percentage of small particles in the rumen was decreased by decreasing the forage percentage in the diet, and the percentage of small particles in the reticulum (which is closer to the reticuloomasal orifice) was reduced by decreased forage percentage and by partial replacement of alfalfa silage with alfalfa hay (137) . In that study (137) , the time for a weight to ascend from the ventral sac up through the mat was altered by the percentage and type of forage. Because particle size in the dorsal and ventral rumen was not greatly affected by long hay, the differences in ascension time probably resulted from factors affecting functional specific gravity ( FSG) . Wattiaux et al. (135) showed that alfalfa silage hydrated faster and had higher initial FSG than alfalfa hay. Reconstitution of dry hays with water also interacted with forage type to affect the k p of inert particles (81) . Clearly, more work needs to be done to understand how interactions of feeds affect all of the factors regulating k p (50) . A refined technique for measuring ruminal mat consistency has been described (129) , which may prove useful.
The FSG of inert particles is highly related to k p (74) . Small particles sediment faster than larger ones, presumably because of physical properties (Stoke's Law) and because smaller particles have reduced structural integrity, which would allow faster hydration of particles and gas leakage from them. Allen ( 2 ) also discussed that, as digestible material in particles is depleted, a lower amount of fermentative gases is trapped, which allows higher FSG and more sinking toward the reticuloomasal orifice. Therefore, particle size reduction through digestion and, especially, rumination should increase the likelihood of particle escape, and the indirect effects of particle size on k p actually appear to be mediated through the direct effects of FSG and other factors (69, 70, 74) . In support, Siciliano-Jones and Murphy (114) showed that particles ground through a 6-mm screen had a lower FSG in vitro than did particles ground to pass 1-or 2-mm screens.
Because of the positive relationship between the length of fermentation time and probability of pas-3356 sage, ruminal particles containing high concentrations of indigestible fractions probably have a greater likelihood of passage than do newly ingested particles containing relatively higher proportions of potentially digestible material. This relationship between the digestible material remaining and k p does not necessarily apply between an immature forage and a more mature forage; increasing the quality of bermudagrass pasture increased k p even though digestible NDF ( DNDF) increased relative to indigestible NDF ( INDF) (99) . The buoyancy of particles in the rumen is partly determined by the interaction between the INDF fraction and the rate of digestion of the DNDF ( 2 ) . A higher rate of digestion might result in rapid depletion of DNDF from particles, decreasing their buoyancy. Other factors, such as particle fragility and the ability of plant tissues to retain gases, are probably involved.
Although particles contain both indigestible and digestible fractions and may be reasoned to have the same k p because both are contained in the same particle (1, 27, 37), the probability of particles to pass should increase as the particle increases in indigestible material; therefore, the k p of INDF should be greater than that of DNDF (58, 59) , as is discussed later.
Particle size appears to affect k p of cereal grains because most large particles would have size reduction added to the typical measurement of k p [i.e., the k p is the sum of rates of size reduction and passage (40) ], so the use of a single k p when comparing estimated digestibility of sources or particle sizes of cereal grains is potentially misleading. Although whole corn had a much faster k p than did hay (67), differences in rates of size reduction rather than passage could be involved. However, Turnbull and Thomas (128) reported marginal effects of corn particle size on k p , but steam treatment decreased k p . Few data are available for lactating dairy cows for which k p should be higher compared with that for nonlactating cows.
Animal factors have profound effects on the passage of particles from the rumen. For instance, advancing pregnancy can reduce ruminal fill and increase k p (118) . Increased demands during lactation (early lactation or somatotropin injection) increase DMI, whereas DMI decreases because of excessive body condition loss or high environmental temperature; these animal factors along with cold temperature all can alter k p (74) . Based on endoscopy and measurements of ruminal contractions, Mathison et al. ( 7 4 ) provided good evidence that the duration of reticular contractions and physiological events allowing separation of particles based on size (and density) within the omasum help regulate the escape of particles. As with differences among animals in chewing behavior (25) , differences among animals in reticular contractions and omasal filtering of particles are likely. Variation among animals for the k p of Crmordanted wheat straw from the rumen was greater than the variation explained by differences in DMI (89) .
Markers for Passage Rate
Rare earth elements and ruthenium have been used extensively as k p markers. In many earlier studies, they were sprayed onto feed. However, subsequent studies verified that the migration of markers to small particles or bacteria was much more prevalent than previously thought (30, 39, 91, 115) . Migration to these particles generally would be expected to overestimate k p compared with actual k p . Migration of Yb was not highly correlated with the percentage of weak binding sites in feedstuffs and increased over time (125) . Even if no migration occurred, rare earths would probably initially preferentially bind to smaller particles (39) . Rare earths have a very high affinity for phosphates, and phosphate salts precipitate in the rumen (132). Teeter et al. (125) reported that washing helped reduce migration. However, Combs et al. ( 2 2 ) discussed why many literature studies may not have measured true migration. They ( 2 2 ) reported that soaking feeds for 20 h followed by washing in distilled water reduced migration minimally. In contrast, Ellis et al. ( 3 7 ) reported that dilute acetic acid would remove more of the rare earths with low affinities for feeds and decrease migration more than water alone. Turnbull and Thomas (128) reported that 89% of acid-soaked and washed Yb remained bound to corn after a 48-h in vitro fermentation (prior to the acid-pepsin treatment). The degree of reduction of migration by acidsoaking and rinsing among feedstuffs is not clear. Even if acid-soaking and washing reduces migration, this procedure would likely dissolve easily digestible material or prehydrate the feed. Removal of soluble material could reduce gas production during fermentation, or opening up the structure of the particle could reduce gas entrapment. In support, initial specific gravity was increased by acid-soaking and washing after rare earth application (137) . If the acid-soaked and washed feed were to be dried, the structural integrity might be affected (134) , which could alter gas entrapment. Therefore, based on mass action kinetics, washing and soaking either may merely increase the time needed for migration to small particles or dissolved phosphates or may alter the chemical and physical properties of the feed, which still would cause inaccurate k p measurements. The double-marker approach ( 4 3 ) may be useful to correct for marker migration and to improve the accuracy of markers for measurement of k p without soaking and rinsing. This potential should be explored more fully.
Mordanting procedures with Cr were developed to reduce migration. However, high doses of Cr can increase the density of the mordanted feed and increase k p (36, 103) . The k p of Cr-mordanted NDF was increased as particle size was reduced to < 0.3 mm (13); the faster passage of smaller particles was as expected. However, small particles are likely to have higher initial FSG (114) , and some feeds have different buoyancy delays for increasing FSG than do others (7, 136) . The degree of bias resulting from the mordanting procedure could thereby interact with feed type. For instance, a less biased k p may occur for a feed that tends to have a high FSG than for one with a low FSG [e.g., FSG for alfalfa silage would be greater than that for alfalfa hay; (136)]. Also, the harsh mordanting process decreases digestibility (103) , which would decrease the buoyancy effect of fermentive gases unless very low concentrations are used (68) . Unfortunately, these low concentrations are only feasible if 51 Cr is used (sensitivity of detection is much higher than that of the nonradioactive isotope). Also, as effects of mordanting on digestibility were decreased, less Cr was recovered (54) , and migration problems would be more likely.
Intrinsically labeled ( 14 C ) forages are a potential marker (55) . However, correction for 14 C conversion to adherent microbial cells needs to be made or else problems similar to migration are likely. That is, microbial cells using 14 C from the dosed forage or microbes using lysed 14 C microbial matter could recolonize unmarked feed. Evaluation of specific activity of the indigestible fraction should eliminate this problem, but digestible and indigestible fractions may not pass at the same rate. Also, 14 C should be evenly distributed within the plant to mark the k p of the entire plant. For instance, if the specific activity of the INDF of leaves were to be higher than that of stems for alfalfa, the k p determined probably would be much higher than if the 14 C was uniformly distributed. The use of 14 C as an internal marker is time-consuming, expensive, and potentially biased.
COMPARTMENTS WITHIN THE RUMEN
Two-Compartment Models
Assuming that appropriate marker dilution curves can be fit to compartment models, considerable evidence suggests that at least two compartments should be resolved in the rumen. Based on buoyancy, mat filtration, and omasal regulation of particle outflow described previously, particle passage would be expected to be delayed initially after feeding. This delay phase can be described by an age-dependent process of increasing the fractional rate of transfer of particles from a nonescapable pool to a pool of particles that can escape from the rumen with a single fractional k p [ Figure 1 ; (37)]. Alternatively, the first pool can have a single fractional rate describing the transfer of particles to the second pool [ Figure 2 ; (4)]. Both models have similar marker dilution curves (37). Although the age-dependent approach may have slightly more biological validity, this approach has not been integrated into a model describing kinetics of digestion as has the first-order approach (63) , and parameters need to be determined by iteration. The latter model ( 4 ) assumes that both compartments have the same k d for ease of calculation of k p , although this assumption is not necessary. Because particles in the first pool can be digested but not pass from the rumen, both models predict higher digestibility than does a single-compartment digestion model. Huhtanen et al. ( 5 8 ) estimated that ruminal digestibility of NDF would have been about 13 per- centage units higher using the two-compartment model (Figure 2 ) than using the single-compartment digestion model (having no nonescapable pool).
Models such as the CNCPS (117) that use the single-compartment approach assume that there is no delay phase of particle escape and probably underestimate digestibility (assuming a true delay phase exists) or else rely on k d constants that are too high or k p constants that are too low. The k d of neutral detergent-soluble components may be much lower ( 3 1 ) than those used in the earlier version (110) . The tabular k p values used in the CNCPS (117) averaged 0.0405 and 0.0393/h for concentrates and forages (including those finely chopped), respectively, at 3× the maintenance levels of DMI; in contrast, at DMI of 3.5% of BW (which approximates 3× maintenance) of a 50:50 forage:concentrate diet, the equation of Owens and Goetsch ( 9 0 ) predicted an average k p of 0.071 and 0.055/h, respectively, for concentrates and forages. Despite this apparent discrepancy, the CNCPS model actually uses equations that estimate k p from DMI, BW, percentage of forage in the diet, and effective NDF; when these equations are used, a 50:50 forage:concentrate diet at 3.5% of BW actually provides k p values more closely approximating the prediction from the equation of Owens and Goetsch (90) . The k p values in the CNCPS and similar models need further validation, especially in light of the probable marker problems discussed.
Site of Sampling for Two-Compartment Models
Many studies have used fecal sampling and compartment models, assigning the slowest rate to be the k p from the rumen. However, the assumptions of laminar flow past the rumen may not always be correct (37, 44, 91) , and the resulting fractional rates may be from some unknown combination of compartments. Moreover, as discussed previously, at least two pools (nonescapable and escapable) should be expected in the rumen. Therefore, rumen sampling should be the most appropriate because postruminal mixing obviously would not affect the kinetics. However, variation in marker concentration is affected by ruminal location (37), as would be expected because newly ingested feed particles would tend to be pushed caudal and dorsal and not to mix instantaneously. Therefore, variation may preclude the ability to fit multiphasic curves needed to resolve compartments. After several hours (generally 4 to 8 h; J. L. Firkins, unpublished observations), this variability decreases, and single exponential curves appear to describe the data. However, the events described by the first exponential term with a faster rate would likely be diminished or aggregated with those of the second term if early sampling times were not taken. Therefore, Ellis et al. ( 3 7 ) recommended sampling from the duodenum. Although Faichney ( 4 4 ) cautioned that mixing in the abomasum could affect compartment identification and k p accuracy, errors resulting from mixing in the abomasum may not be important (24) .
Methods for sampling ruminal contents can be improved over conventional methods to provide benefits over duodenal sampling. Large (>1-L) ruminal samples can be taken, subsampled, and returned to the rumen (47) . Manual mixing also could reduce variation (20) , although care must be given not to stimulate tension receptors (16) . The remaining samples could be returned to the rumen with negligible effects on ruminal microbes (127) . However, this procedure could disturb the normal mat-filtering phenomenon. Conversely, the frequent sampling of duodenal contents that is needed to fit a two-compartment ruminal passage model may divert significant amounts of chyme needed for an appropriate sample size, including chyme diverted during cannula clean out; because postruminal flow appears to alter ruminal k p (74) , increased duodenal chyme diversion may increase k p from the rumen.
Factors Affecting Fit to Two-Compartment Models
Although considerable efforts have been devoted to improving fits of models to marker concentration data (precision), more work is needed to validate with independent data their accuracy and potential interactions with different feeds ( 5 ) . For instance, eating appears to stimulate passage (20, 49) , and timing of the marker dose relative to eating may (62, 100) or may not (101) affect interpretation of passage kinetics. Lubinguhl et al. ( 7 1 ) suggested that ruminated ingesta should be marked for more accurate passage kinetics. Susmel et al. (124) correlated predicted fecal output to the actual output obtained by total fecal collection combined with statistical implications in their comparison of models. Burns et al. ( 1 4 ) reported that fecal output from Cr-mordanted ingesta kinetics was correlated with actual outputs, but fecal output using Yb (soaked and rinsed with tap water) was poorly correlated ( R 2 = 0.08) with actual output. More of these types of comparisons with independently measured outputs needs to be done under different feeding situations and for similar comparisons using duodenal samples. Furthermore, it is not known how marker migration would affect the accuracy of the kinetics of various passage models.
Are More Complicated Compartments Needed?
Some small particles may pass more with fluid than with the particulate phase, requiring a compartment describing these events (Figure 3) . This conclusion may be supported by the correlation of k p of particles versus the k p of fluid (17, 90) , although migration of markers to the fluid phase could have the same result. Additionally, in one study (47) , in which samples were taken frequently from the rumen, Co-EDTA ( a fluid k p marker) nearly always had a multiphasic dilution curve. Most researchers have not taken early samples to detect such curves. This potential phenomenon needs further exploration. Clearly, all fractions of a feed are not likely to have the same k p .
Lag time of digestion is a complicating factor for any digestion model and has generally been ignored (62) . If lag is defined by a compartment that has no k d but only flows to a second compartment (i.e., through hydration) and is the same for digestion and passage (Figure 3) , then lag time would affect only fill and not digestibility ( 4 ) . However, as discussed previously, hydration may not be the major factor affecting these lags, and leaving out this unavailable pool probably has only minor consequences. The assumption that pools have no k d (unavailable pool) or have the same k d (nonescapable and escapable pools) may not be valid. The biexponential pattern of NDF decay of forages (10, 83) supports this contention. Negative associative effects also may affect k d of both pools differently. The model in Figure 2 can be modified to incorporate two different k d . More work is needed to validate or improve mechanistic digestion models.
Ruminal Flux Methods for Kinetics of Digestion and Passage
In a steady state, the flux into or out of the compartment (rumen) can be described by the pool size and fractional rates of intake, passage, and digestion (108) . Although several authors have incorrectly cited the equations of Robinson and Kennelly (108), fluxes (flows) are equivalent to the pool size multiplied by its respective rate(s); by rearrangement, rates of digestion and passage can be estimated by fluxes divided by pool size, as shown in Figure 4 . Although reported by some researchers, the total NDF fluxes are aggregated over both NDF and INDF pools and cannot be used in digestion models evaluating the kinetics of DNDF, thereby not having much value. As discussed previously, the k p of DNDF probably should be slower than the k p of INDF, at least for some diets; because of buoyancy, the delay of passage should decrease as DNDF in the particles is depleted, increasing the proportion of INDF. Huhtanen (58, 59 ) also discussed the greater probability of passage of INDF than that of DNDF. However, Stensig and Robinson (120) reported a higher k p of DNDF than that of INDF for alfalfa, but not for timothy, using the flux method with duodenally cannulated cows. They attributed the higher k p of the DNDF of alfalfa to the differences in chemical composition of leaves and stems of alfalfa (i.e., leaves have a higher proportion of DNDF than stems and pass at a higher rate). More research is needed to predict the k p of DNDF and INDF because k p probably vary with distribution of INDF and DNDF within plant parts and with differences in buoyancy over time.
Ruminal flux techniques can estimate the k p of INDF without using duodenal cannulas and without the inherent problems of measuring duodenal flows by assuming steady state. However, steady-state conditions assume that the pool size remains constant over time, which does not occur with infrequent feeding (121). Bosch et al. ( 9 ) evacuated rumens of cattle at various times after feeding and predicted the average pool size between feedings. However, it is not clear whether frequent evacuation stimulates greater passage than 1 ) would occur naturally through mechanical stimulation or 2 ) would occur because stirring the evacuated contents for subsampling reduces the natural segregation (mat filter-bed effect) of particles occurring after the entire stirred ruminal contents are reintroduced into the rumen. However, manual mixing ( 2 0 ) or frequent evacuations ( 4 9 ) were postulated to have minor effects on passage. Dado and Allen ( 2 6 ) reported k p of INDF that were calculated using rumen pool size data either 2 h prefeeding or 2 h postfeeding and found that the k p were essentially the same for dairy cows in early lactation fed two times per day across treatments. Dry matter intake was not limited by physical fill in the rumen for at least one of the treatments in that experiment, and, although cows consumed the largest meal directly after each feeding for all treatments, the increase in postfeeding pool size of INDF had a minor effect on calculated k p .
First-order digestion models must integrate the k d and k p of the PD fraction (e.g., NDF or OM). A true k p should represent only the passage of this particular PD fraction. Ruminal flux techniques can measure the k p of the PD fraction, whereas even dilution of an ideal marker is a function of passage of both the indigestible and PD fractions. If the k p of DNDF does not equal the k p of INDF, which seems apparent, then ruminal flux methods may be more accurate than using markers and, with proper sampling techniques, have similar or less experimental error than marker techniques. Particulate markers generally migrate to fractions likely to escape faster, increase the density of the marked particles, or preferentially bind to smaller particles; all of these factors increase the estimate of k p . The disadvantages of flux techniques are that 1 ) estimates of the k p of PD fractions require accurate duodenal flows; 2 ) fluxes represent the entire diet, which precludes the determination of k p for individual feeds; and 3 ) rates are aggregated among compartments. The first problem would be alleviated if k d from in situ incubations were to be used. However, Stensig and Robinson (120) reported k d to be about twice as high in situ as that using the flux technique. The third problem would appear to preclude determination of interactions of feeding combinations that alter mat consistency (filter bed effects) or fermentation rate (gas production and buoyancy) separate from passage. Passage rates with the flux technique generally are much slower than rates obtained using markers (46) , probably because buoyancy delay is aggregated in the estimate of k p and because of marker problems (see previous discussion). The advantages and disadvantages should be weighed against the experimental objectives prior to doing studies. More work is needed to compare marker techniques with flux techniques for accuracy in their use in digestion models, including validation with independent data. For instance, using singlepool models for marker dilution, Cr-EDTA overestimated ruminal fluid volume, but Ru underestimated particle pool size relative to ruminal evacuations (30) .
MEASUREMENT OF DUODENAL FLOWS
Because digestibility models using kinetics of digestion and passage have various inherent problems that limit their predictive abilities (62) , the alternative is to use abomasal or duodenal cannulas (54), digestibility markers (91), and microbial markers (12) . The limitations are that digestibility of nutrient fractions must be attributed to the sum of all feeds in the entire diet, and marker and cannula problems may affect accuracy. Additionally, empirical multiple-regression equations based on literature values have inherent variation and greater risk of population specificity and reduced robustness. Our view is that, for the near future, these errors are less than those described previously for digestion models, but, in the long run, mechanistic models to predict digestibility and microbial N flow should be developed, and more data should be accumulated for improved accuracy of prediction.
Cannula Type and Marker Choice
Harmon and Richards ( 5 4 ) recently reviewed the literature on cannula types and placement locations. Abomasal and duodenal reentrant cannulas have lost favor because of their effects on animal longevity and other factors. However, both simple (or gutter) cannulas or those that completely divert chyme are still widely used. The simple cannulas have been criticized because they are reported to allow differential separation of fluid and particles relative to the true material flowing out of the abomasum (44, 126) . Because only simple cannulas have been used in the abomasum, accumulation of particles in the fundic region ( 3 5 ) obviously may bias flow estimates with Cr 2 O 3 (34) . Chromic oxide does not pass with either solid or liquid phases (41, 126) and does not mix well in the rumen unless combined with a supplement and pelleted (91) . However, to use the double marker method as an automatic standard and to assume that the errors from the use of Cr 2 O 3 with simple cannulas in the abomasum also occur when Cr 2 O 3 is used with simple cannulas in the duodenum (41, 44) seems potentially inappropriate. The proximal duodenum extends caudal and slightly dorsal after the pyloric sphincter. Because cannulas need to be placed proximal to the bile and pancreatic ducts (54), proper cannula placement allows 20 to 30 cm of duodenum dorsal from the cannula in mature cattle. Gravity would be more likely to divert all chyme out of a duodenal cannula ventral to the duodenal loop than would occur with an abomasal cannula. Although Titgemeyer (126) reasoned that particles sedimented, and samples could become more enriched in particles when taken from simple cannulas placed in the duodenum, this possibility has not been ascertained to our knowledge. If cannulas are cleaned out thoroughly before the sample is collected, this potential problem should be limited. Titgemeyer (126) reasoned that corn particles would be very likely to settle, causing artifactually low ruminal digestibility of starch. However, Firkins ( 4 6 ) recently summarized seven studies with dairy cows with total diversion cannulas in the duodenum; apparent starch digestibility in the rumen averaged only 46.7%. Clearly, using results can help make decisions on outlying data, but using results to interpret the methods used to obtain the results should be done with caution.
Early researchers ( 6 ) who used animals cannulated in the duodenum compared flows obtained using Cr 2 O 3 with those obtained with the double marker technique; results were used as the basis for the conclusion ( 4 4 ) that duodenal flows obtained using Cr 2 O 3 "can be grossly in error" (page 60). Chromic oxide was dosed twice daily as a pellet, but only six duodenal samples were taken ( 6 ) . Thus, the deviation of flows determined with Cr 2 O 3 from those calculated with the double marker technique could merely reflect inadequate numbers of duodenal samples to overcome the diurnal variation of Cr 2 O 3 flow (126). Beever et al. ( 6 ) reported a relationship of OM flows obtained with the double marker technique ( y ) to those with chromic oxide ( x ) as y = 132 (SE = 47) + 0.87 (SE = 0.05) x; r 2 = 0.87. Although the intercept was different ( P < 0.05) from 0 and the slope was different ( P < 0.05) from 1, the range in data may not have been large enough for a meaningful statistical relationship; however, if the range was sufficient (no figure was shown), a more appropriate analysis (104) would weight the data to standardize the variance because, as the observation increases in magnitude, the variance also increases, and a few extreme values have less influence with this approach. A basic assumption of linear regression is that the x value has no error, so the parameter estimates from that study ( 6 ) would be biased because flows from both marker techniques obviously have experimental error. More importantly, the biological reasoning behind the comparisons automatically assumes that the double marker technique yields a true, unbiased estimate of flow. However, inadequate marker mixing may be associated with continuous infusion of both markers coupled with twice daily feeding (33, 91) or resulting from the potential migration of markers to small particles (before or after dosing) or to the fluid phase after samples are taken (91). Huhtanen et al. ( 5 7 ) reported that Yb had a higher concentration in fluid than in particulate matter in omasal samples.
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Also, Huhtanen et al. ( 5 8 ) discussed their observation that ruminal digestibilities of NDF calculated with the double marker approach generally approximated the digestibility in the total tract, and Titgemeyer (126) suggested that nearly all of the total tract digestibility of low quality forages should occur in the rumen. However, this conclusion would require exceptionally low ruminal k p to be accurate. The use of Cr 2 O 3 with simple cannulas has resulted in some problems, also (38, 92, 93) . The problem appeared to be unique to one animal ( 9 3 ) and to composition of the diet (92). Stensig et al. (121) also reasoned that a discrepancy between duodenal and ileal flows of NDF was not due to markers but was a result of NDF concentration in the sample. However, similar problems were apparent when diversion cannulas (sometimes called closed T-cannulas) were used with Cr 2 O 3 (19) .
Other approaches used to invalidate data from simple cannulas have potential problems. Sampling without the diversion gate in a hard cannula probably does not reflect flow through a simple cannula. Robinson and Kennelly (109) reasoned that the degree to which a liquid marker overestimated duodenal DM flow was greater for simple cannulas than for a hard, diversion type. In contrast, the ratios between Cr-EDTA and Ru in simple duodenal samples were similar to their dosage rates when simple cannulas were used ( 6 ) . A fluid-phase marker, such as Cr-EDTA, should flow with a fraction that has a low concentration of DM (or any nutrient), and the use of Cr-EDTA to measure DM flow of a composite sample with a much higher DM concentration would not be appropriate unless the animal was in a true steady state or if sufficient numbers of samples were taken to obtain an accurate average marker concentration. Kennedy et al. ( 6 5 ) reported that steady-state conditions were not observed for Cr-EDTA, and, relative to a true steady state, samples taken during the day were deficient in liquid, and those taken during the night were deficient in solids. Various nutrients flow to varying degrees with liquid versus solids. The number and timing of spot samples required for a representative sample are not known. Although eight spot samples apparently were sufficient for animals with reentrant cannulas and fed diets twice daily and when Cr 2 O 3 was used (145) , five (109) or six ( 6 ) samples potentially are an insufficient number to overcome diurnal variation and to draw firm conclusions about cannula type or marker accuracy.
Comparisons of duodenal flows calculated with markers with those measured using total collection devices probably are potentially inaccurate. Wanderley et al. (134) found that Cr 2 O 3 underestimated ruminal DM digestibility compared with flows obtained by total collection, but the data were not statistically different. However, loss of duodenal contents from reentrant cannulas increases duodenal flow (74); thus, except for the potential deviation in recovery of Cr 2 O 3 from 100%, Cr 2 O 3 is useful for correcting flow through reentrant cannulas (44) . Chromic oxide has been criticized most when used as a single marker for duodenal flow estimates using simple cannulas, and total collection through simple cannulas cannot be verified because of the design of the simple cannulas. A comparison of flows from animals with simple cannulas with flows from animals with diversion cannulas would introduce the likelihood of confounding cannula type with animal effects. Recoveries need to be based on total fecal collection (145), which was not reported by Wanderley et al. (134) . Fecal recovery of Cr 2 O 3 averaged 94% (126) . With spot samples, some chyme would need to be diverted during sampling and cannula cleanouts, which also reduces Cr 2 O 3 recovery. Lack of 100% recovery could be related to the analysis and not to the marker. Background matrix effects of minerals are not unique to Cr, and lack of background correction (56, 111) could explain deviations from 100% recovery in many of these trials. To date, in our view, no definitive evidence is available to choose the double marker technique over Cr 2 O 3 , and both have potential problems. Our opinion is that the doublemarker technique probably reduces variation when the number of duodenal samples is limited, but it does not eliminate problems associated with the various markers used. The use of Cr supplemented as a pellet to distribute more evenly in ruminal contents and taking an adequate number of duodenal samples also can reduce variation.
An omasal sampling device has been used and tested and has many advantages (57) . However, if backflow of particles from the omasum to the reticulorumen is significant (74) , presumably flow could be biased by insertion of the sampling device. The authors ( 5 7 ) tried to reduce this potential error by sampling only after the second reticular contraction, which is when flow occurs. The omasum may separate fluid from particles, and the double-marker procedure may have an advantage here. Omasal sampling may allow greater numbers of animals per treatment than those often used (57) , which may help reduce Type II statistical error in measurement of duodenal N flow (126) . However, this technique remains to be compared with a standard technique for duodenal sampling. 
Microbial Markers
All microbial markers generally have some potential problems. Because this subject has been reviewed (12, 126) , discussion is focused on the accuracy and precision of data obtained using microbial markers. The variation imposed by microbial markers should be independent of that from flow markers, compounding variation in estimation of microbial N flow. Although escape of feed purines ranged from 5 to 40% with a k p range of 0.02 to 0.08/h (95), the ratio of purines to N is much higher in microbes than in feed, and the error in microbial N flow resulting from the escape of feed purines appears to be minor (15) . Nitrogen-15 seemed to be somewhat more accurate and precise than purines for the measurement of microbial N flows in continuous culture in which protozoal numbers were low (15) . Although Robinson et al. (107) postulated that diaminopimelic acid was preferable to purines, diaminopimelic acid had more unrealistic bacterial N flow values than did purines ( 6 1 ) and has other potential problems (12) .
When measuring the duodenal flow of a microbial marker, the contribution of marker from protozoa generally has been ignored. However, when phosphatidyl choline ( a protozoal marker) is used, diaminopimelic acid may be a more appropriate bacterial marker than purines unless protozoal contributions of purines are calculated. In most studies, overestimation of microbial N flow caused by feed purine escape tends to be only partially canceled out by the underestimation of microbial N flow caused by ignoring the lower concentration of purines in protozoa (12) . Protozoal isolation is difficult and incomplete, so those sedimented and separated out to constitute the protozoal sample may or may not be representative of protozoa leaving the rumen. More evaluation of phosphatidyl choline (107) is needed, especially the contribution of escaped feed sources, which could be done with defaunated animals or in continuous culture. However, it may be appropriate to calculate protozoal N flow using phosphatidyl choline, correct the flow of purine or 15 N to the duodenum for protozoal flow of purine or 15 N, quantify corrected bacterial N flow, and sum protozoal and bacterial N flows.
Although the measurement of microbial N flow to the duodenum has higher variation than does OM flow (126), we believe that the variation is likely to be lower than when microbial N flow is estimated using models based on digestion and passage kinetics because of the potential problems described previously. The CNCPS (110) has improved the mechanistic estimation of microbial N flow compared with the NRC (79), but considerably more variation resulting from the effects of decreased pH, variable k p , feeding fat, and quantification of intraruminal N turnover is yet to be resolved (45) .
REGRESSION OF AVAILABLE IN VIVO DATA
Oldick et al. ( 8 8 ) used a regression approach to predict microbial N flow to the duodenum. The data set included 213 treatment means from 55 studies with duodenally cannulated cattle. All studies reported DMI and used TMR. The NE L concentration was estimated from NRC ( 7 9 ) tables. Ranges in data are reported in Table 1 . Backward elimination regression was done with Proc GLM of SAS (112) . Observations were weighted by a factor of n/s 2 (the reciprocal of the variance of the means) prior to analysis. Using this weight accounted for unequal replication across experiments and for unequal variance of the means (119) . All regression coefficients were deemed significant at P < 0.05. Main effects that were included in significant interactions or squared terms were forced into the model. Trial effects were included in the model to eliminate patterns in the residuals and reduce unexplained variation (88) . The following equations have trial effects ( P < 0.01) included. However, because an unknown trial number would need to be inputted, intercepts were adjusted to the average trial. All r 2 for models that included trial effects (those shown) were high ( ≥0.98; i.e., not a useful indicator of unexplained variation), and the standard errors of regression coefficients and coefficients of variation ( CV) of the models are shown for comparison.
As in the equations used by the dairy NRC (79), NE L intake (megacalories per day) was highly related to microbial N flow (grams per day) for all cattle studies included ( Figure 5 ). Microbial N (g/d) = 6.13 ( ± 13.9) + 7.57 ( ± 0.56) NE L intake; CV = 12%.
[1] In this regression, the squared term for NE L intake was not significant. Data in Figure 5 are not weighted, whereas the best-fit line is based on weighted data. Because of the greater statistical uncertainty about the points with low weights, the prediction equation reduced the emphasis from these points. Therefore, points with low weights may not appear to fit well upon visual appraisal. Although the intercept of Equation [1] was not different from zero after adjusting it to the average trial, the equation could not be forced through zero because this would force individual trial effects to be excluded from the regression. The CV was 29% when an average trial effect was assumed (for prediction purposes). The equation in the NRC ( 7 9 ) had a significantly negative intercept and did not fit the data in our data set well ( Figure 5 ). The NRC equation predicts microbial N flow using NE L intake calculated from predicted NE L output, assuming that the intake and output of NE L are equivalent. Equation [1] from Oldick et al. ( 8 8 ) predicted microbial N flow based on NE L intake calculated using DMI reported in the individual studies and NE L concentration in each diet that was either reported by the authors using NE L concentrations taken from NRC ( 7 9 ) or estimated from tabular NE L concentrations ( 7 9 ) assumed to represent feeds identified in studies that did not report NE L concentrations. Some of the discrepancy between the NRC equation and Equation [1] could be due to variation from the estimation of the NE L concentration and to the different approaches used to estimate intake of NE L .
The approach with NE L is potentially biased for several reasons. First, many of the data are with nonlactating cattle. In addition to the obvious biological implication, many of these cattle were fed very poor quality roughages or very high concentrate diets that would not be fed to lactating cows. Second, NE L concentrations were taken from book values, which would not completely account for variation within and among feeds. The concentration of NE L may be correlated with dietary NDF percentage and ratios of forage to concentrate, which can be (and typically are) measured in practical conditions. Third, NE L does not account for site of digestion; only ruminally digested OM provides substrate for microbial N that can be used by the cow. Fourth, NE L intake as an independent variable has the components, DMI and NE L concentration, which may have opposite effects on the efficiency of microbial N synthesis. That is, increasing DMI could increase k p and microbial efficiency, but increasing NE L concentration could eventually decrease efficiency by decreasing pH or by increasing negative associative effects (45) . Modeling ruminal pH remains a challenge (3, 96) . Fifth, fat, which has nearly three times the NE L concentration of grain (79) , provides no energy for bacterial growth but appears to increase bacterial efficiency (45) . The fit for Equation [1] was improved slightly when fat was included in the model (B. S. Oldick, J. L. Firkins, and N. R. St-Pierre, 1998, unpublished data).
The backward elimination procedure for multiple regression was used to attempt to determine independent variables routinely measured in the field that would improve predictions of microbial N flow compared with predictions based on NE L intake. In this model, DMI, CP percentage, proportion of forage in the diet, NDF percentage, and all interactions and squared terms entered the backward regression approach. The percentage of fat in the diet was not included because data were limited ( n = 40). The concentration of NE L was excluded for reasons outlined previously. The proportion of forage and the percentage of NDF of diets also may be correlated but were needed to discern effects of nonforage NDF, which varied across studies. The resulting prediction Equation [2] that balanced maximum explanation of variance without overparameterization had only DMI and NDF percentage remaining in the model. In this model, the intercept of the regression equation was not different ( P > 0.05) from zero, and the residual analysis plot ( Figure 6 ) indicated no significant bias for the fit. When trial was in the model, the CV was reduced markedly compared with when an average trial was assumed (CV = 26%; other parameter estimates are the same as in Equation [2] ). Other models for particular situations are reported (88) . The equation needs further validation with independent data. Selection of a subset of the relatively limited number of data used to fit the equations would have decreased the statistical power and, in our opinion, would merely have reflected how well the selection was randomized.
The flow of microbial N should be influenced by the dietary ratio of forage to concentrate or NDF percentages, which influence ruminal pH, or by the supply of RDP (45, 123) . These equations do not include several of these independent variables that influence microbial N flow. These were omitted because they are not routinely measured in the field or because of apparent correlation of these factors within and among individual trials, which resulted in subsequent overparameterization.
The amount of OM truly digested in the rumen is a function of DMI, OM percentage, and OM digestibility. Oldick et al. (B. S. Oldick, J. L. Firkins, N. R. StPierre, 1998, unpublished data) used the database and backward elimination procedure for multiple regression as described herein to predict true ruminal OM digestibility; trial was the only significant effect remaining in the model (data not shown).When that equation was used to predict true digestibility of OM in the rumen and actual data from the individual studies were used for DMI and OM percentage of the diet (OM truly digested = true OM digestibility × DMI × OM percentage in the diet), microbial N flow to the duodenum could be predicted comparably with Equation [1] but slightly less precisely than for Equation [2] (data not shown). Because all regressions are empirical and have some factors correlated with trial effects, microbial N flow probably should be predicted from dietary factors directly.
Compared with the NRC equation (79), the new equations include a larger number of observations, especially more from high producing cows. Data were weighted to meet the assumptions used by regression procedures more appropriately. Extreme data were omitted on grounds justified by Titgemeyer (126) . Only routinely measurable feed components are in Equation [2] , except for DMI, which needs to be calculated or estimated accurately. Oldick et al. ( 8 8 ) derived an asymptotic multiple-factor model that may be more appropriate when extrapolating beyond the range in DMI (>26.8 kg/d) for very high producing cows. Finally, the approaches used to quantify microbial N flow, although not without potential errors in precision and accuracy, appear to be more accurate over a wide range of feeding conditions than approaches that combine all of the potential errors that were described previously for kinetic approaches. However, these kinetic approaches may be more useful under specific situations (e.g., to explain relative responses to forage quality or limitations of RDP for microbial protein synthesis in the rumen) for which the regression approach could not be used without overparameterization.
CONCLUSIONS
Until all kinetic events describing microbial N production and flow to the duodenum can be modeled over a wide variety of feeding conditions, empirical approaches predicting microbial N flow to the duodenum seem likely to be more accurate than mechanistic models. Because data that were used for empirical approaches contain considerable random variation and probably did not reflect feeding interactions, many factors that are known to influence microbial N flow were not significant in our multiple-regression approach. However, equations derived from such data should perform better when applied under field conditions in which unexplained variation is also high.
Mechanistic models may be more useful to delineate specific problems under specific conditions in which some dietary factor or factors may result in lactation performance that is lower than expected. Similarly, problems that are inherent with the estimation of kinetics of digestion and passage also seem to increase the likelihood that empirical prediction of carbohydrate and organic matter digestion in the rumen will be more accurate than mechanistic approaches until more data are obtained and evaluated.
